A great idea that works...

Espaliered Yuzu Trees
Yuzu
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In Asia, the yuzu tree is reproduced
from seed, frequent polyembryony allowing for faithful reproduction of the
parent plant. The tree is more resistant
to cold than lemon trees.

Yuzu Trees in Every Garden?

Unripe yuzu fruit with thorns evident

he yuzu (Citrus ichangensis × Citrus
reticulata var. austera) is an excellent
fruit. Harvest begins in late August with
green fruit. Green yuzu juice is excellent on
summer’s grilled vegetables, in flavored water
or punches. The mature yellow yuzu is
harvested in October and November. All
parts of the yuzu fruit can be used — from
the zest, with its slight mandarin fragrance,
to the juice, to its many seeds, which the
Japanese use to make a skin-smoothing
lotion. This latter quality has been
confirmed by scientists — nature’s very own
Botox! And the season’s last yuzu fruits can
be used in the traditional Japanese Christmas
bath to prevent rheumatism.

According to Wikipedia’s entry about
the yuzu tree in Japanese, it is known
for its slow growth and when grown
from seed takes up to 10 years to bear
its first fruit. In Japan, the pièce de
résistance are 100-year-old trees at high
altitudes, which produce the most delicious juice.
Since we have only been growing
grafted yuzu trees for six years, we cannot
confirm the time it takes for them to bear
fruit from seed. There is no question that
trees from seed grow more slowly than
those that have been grafted. We graft
on citrange rootstock, which completely
changes the yuzu’s growth dynamics, providing it with extra vitality. Grafted yuzu
trees display vigorous,
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Training Yuzu tree with sticks, below with rocks

Espaliered yuzu trees
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ESPALIERED YUZU TREES

Thorns

...from page 21

Yuzu

very vertical growth in contrast to the low,
spread‑out shape of Japanese yuzu trees.
Everyone knows that citrus fruit trees
produce blossoms and fruit on horizontal branches. With our first yuzu tree, to
achieve more horizontal growth, we bent
the branches by attaching rocks to the ends
of them with string, as is done with pear
trees that grow too vigorously. There is
no point in trying to create a structure by
pruning a yuzu tree that’s not espaliered.
Pruning this tree was quite an ordeal and
undoubtedly the source of inspiration for
the inventor of barbed wire. The yuzu tree
is armed with long thorns and it uses them.
(Never plant this tree where children play.)
Attempting to thin the center of a yuzu tree
is an acupuncturist’s fantasy!
Using the rock‑and‑string method, we
had fruit at graft + four years. The second
yuzu tree, which we grafted the year after
the first, was espaliered using bamboo
sticks, in a much more rigid fashion than
the first. This method opens the tree more
so that it is easier to reach the interior to
remove vertical growth. This tree produced
about 30 yuzus on the lower branches at
graft + three years.

advantage of keeping out insects while
offering some shade. Placing a net over
non-espaliered yuzu trees is not an easy feat
because of the thorns.
We chose to espalier our Yuzus on wires
stretched at three levels between posts, 8
feet high, placed in a north‑south direction to limit the amount of sun exposure
at noon. This method was used for trees
Nos. 3 to 6. Espaliering a yuzu tree requires
frequent intervention during the growing
season: do not hesitate to remove all vertical shoots and to guide the main branches
by attaching them to the wires at frequent
intervals. It is much easier to place the nets
when the trees are essentially flat. Result:
first fruit at graft + two years. The espaliered yuzus are in a double-T shape.

No doubt you have noticed that yuzu
fruit is sold mainly as juice. If you take
a look at the Internet sites of the major
Japanese producers, you will see that the
pictures show fruits with puncture marks.
These are not only caused by insects. The
tree is thick, and its thorns tend to wound
the fruit. Perfect yuzu fruit specimens are
rare, so being able to make juice from imperfect fruit is important.
Espaliered trees make it much easier
to remove excess branches and dangerous
thorns that can damage the fruit. These
advantages led to the idea of simplifying
the espaliered form even further: changing
from the double T to the simplest form,
on a single wire, creating a rotated L shape
(cordon).
Copying the method used successfully
with our citron trees, we planted the 7th
yuzu tree 30 cm from a white wall and
trained it to follow a completely horizontal
wire 60 cm above the ground. Amazingly,
it began flowering at graft + one year!
We are planning to use the same method
of espaliering on our Kabosu trees, but have
yet to find a method for encouraging
early fruiting in Sudachis.
Ann & Jean-Paul Brigand live in the south of Portugal. South of
the 38th parallel where plants grow 365 days a year and there are
365 days a year of pure pleasure. Readers can correspond with
Ann Brigand at ann@brigand.net. Readers are invited to visit the
Brigands’ home and website, http://olharfeliz.typepad.com/.

Yuzu thorns

Sun and Insects
Yuzus ripen earlier than most citrus
fruit, well‑formed fruit appearing with the
heat of late summer and early fall, creating
two problems in our climate. First, fruit
exposed to the sun develops burn spots (in
Asia, summer is the rainy season, with the
sky often cloudy; in our Mediterranean
climate, the sun is at its hottest in summer). Second, in the heat, the fruit becomes
the preferred choice of many insects. This
problem is overcome by covering the tree
with a fine weave net, which has the double
fruit gardener
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Antidesma bunius, native to Southeast Asia and northern Australia, is known by several common names such as bignay (Philippines) and Queensland-cherry (Australia).

